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ABSTRACT
We present an elemental abundance analysis of high-resolution spectra for five giant stars spatially located within the innermost regions of the
bulge globular cluster NGC 6522 and derive Fe, Mg, Al, C, N, O, Si, and Ce abundances based on H-band spectra taken with the multi-object
APOGEE-north spectrograph from the SDSS-IV Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE) survey. Of the five cluster
candidates, two previously unremarked stars are confirmed to have second-generation (SG) abundance patterns, with the basic pattern of depletion
in C and Mg simultaneous with enrichment in N and Al as seen in other SG globular cluster populations at similar metallicity. In agreement with
the most recent optical studies, the NGC 6522 stars analyzed exhibit (when available) only mild overabundances of the s-process element Ce,
contradicting the idea that NGC 6522 stars are formed from gas enriched by spinstars and indicating that other stellar sources such as massive
AGB stars could be the primary polluters of intra-cluster medium. The peculiar abundance signatures of SG stars have been observed in our data,
confirming the presence of multiple generations of stars in NGC 6522.
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1. Introduction
Multiple populations (MPs) of stars with distinctive light-
element abundances were recently identified in several bulge
globular clusters (see, Schiavon et al. 2017a; Recio-Blanco et al.
2017; Tang et al. 2017; Muñoz et al. 2017, for instance). In
particular, Schiavon et al. (2017a) studied the chemical com-
position of a few red giant stars within the bulge globular
clusters (GCs) NGC 6553, NGC 6528, Terzan 5, Palomar 6,
and NGC 6522 using near infrared (NIR; 1.5–1.7 µm) high-
resolution (R = 22 000) APOGEE spectra from the twelfth data
release (DR12, Alam et al. 2015). These studies also included
the re-reduced and re-calibrated spectra of the latest APOGEE
DR131 data release (Albareti et al. 2017) for the globular clus-
ter NGC 6553 (e.g., Tang et al. 2017), where we included
more chemical species with reliable light-element abundances
(namely O, Na, Si, Ca, Cr, Mn, and Ni). Schiavon et al. (2017a)
and Tang et al. (2017) provided useful chemical “tags” in sev-
eral elemental abundances for a number of Milky Way bulge
globular cluster stars that exhibit N and Al abundances well
above typical Galactic levels at a range of metallicities. In other
? Premium Postdoctoral Fellow of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences.
1 APOGEE field – BAADEWIN_001-04: particularly in this field,
APOGEE/DR13/DR14 have the same targets as APOGEE DR12, but
the data reduction and calibration have been improved in several ways.
For more details we refer the reader to a forthcoming paper (Holtzman
et al. in prep.).
words, they found distinctive chemical patterns characterizing
MPs, with comparable chemical behavior to what is reported in
extensive spectroscopic and photometry surveys of GCs in gen-
eral (see Gratton et al. 2004, 2007, 2012; Carretta et al. 2007,
2009a,b, 2010; Mészáros et al. 2015; García-Hernández et al.
2015; Carretta 2016; Recio-Blanco et al. 2017; Pancino et al.
2017; Schiavon et al. 2017a; Mészáros et al. 2018; Tang et al.
2017; Bastian & Lardo 2018; Tang et al. 2018; Kerber et al.
2018).
Large-scale spectroscopic surveys like APOGEE (see
Majewski et al. 2017) have confirmed that several bulge GCs
exhibit significant star-to-star abundance variations in their light-
element content (see Schiavon et al. 2017a; Tang et al. 2017),
with the usual anti-correlations between pairs of light elements,
such as C–N and Al–N. This behavior demonstrates that the
CNO, NeNa, and MgAl cycles took place in these GCs (see, e.g.,
Mészáros et al. 2015; Schiavon et al. 2017a; Tang et al. 2017;
Pancino et al. 2017; Ventura et al. 2016; Dell’Agli et al. 2018).
Following this line of investigation, we turn our attention
to the low-mass (∼5.93 × 104 M: Gnedin & Ostriker 1997)
and old (∼12.5 and 13.0 Gyr: Kerber et al. 2018) bulge glob-
ular cluster NGC 6522. Earlier studies show that this ancient
Milky Way globular cluster hosts remarkably high abundances of
slow neutron-capture (s-process) elements (e.g., Chiappini et al.
2011). Chiappini et al. (2011) interpreted this observation as evi-
dence of NGC 6522 stars being formed from gas enriched by
massive fast-rotating stars (spinstars; see Pignatari et al. 2008),
which possibly makes NGC 6522 distinct from other GCs.
Open Access article, published by EDP Sciences, under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0),
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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However, more recent chemical re-analysis by Ness et al.
(2014) and Barbuy et al. (2014) found no enhancement in
the s-process elements for the same stars previously stud-
ied by Chiappini et al. (2011). The abundances they find can
be explained by mass transfer from s-process-rich asymptotic
giant branch (AGB) stars or alternative self-enrichment scenar-
ios (e.g., the massive AGBs self-enrichment scenario) without
invoking massive fast-rotating stars. Kerber et al. (2018), based
on a detailed analysis of Hubble Space Telescope (HST) proper-
motion-cleaned color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs), found that
NGC 6522 exhibits at least two stellar populations with an intrin-
sically wide subgiant branch, consistent with a first and second
stellar generation.
Here we carry out a detailed re-analysis of the NGC 6522
field to search for abundance anomalies through the line-by-
line spectrum synthesis calculations for the full set of (atomic
and molecular) lines (particularly CN, OH, CO, Al, Mg, and
Si) in the re-reduced APOGEE DR14 spectra (Abolfathi et al.
2018). The phenomenon of star-to-star light-element abun-
dance variations in NGC 6522 indicates the presence of
MPs, such as those claimed by Schiavon et al. (2017a) and
Recio-Blanco et al. (2017), and provides crucial observational
evidence that NGC 6522 could be the fossil relic of one of
the structures that contributed to generating the N-rich popu-
lation towards the Milky Way bulge (Schiavon et al. 2017b).
It also reinforces the link between GCs and the chemical
anomalies (second-generation field stars2) recently found toward
the Galactic bulge field (e.g., Fernández-Trincado et al. 2017b,
2019d), as well as that with the N-rich moderately metal-poor
halo stars (Martell & Grebel 2010; Martell et al. 2011, 2016;
Tang et al. 2019), mimicking the chemical abundance patterns
of the second-generation population of globular clusters (see
Fernández-Trincado et al. 2016a, 2019a,b,c,d). More recently,
observations extending the analysis to other elements have
already detected departures from what seemed to be a simple
chemical evolutionary path, like the existence of a Na-rich pop-
ulation toward the outer bulge likely originating from disrupted
GCs (e.g., Lee et al. 2019).
This article is structured as follows. We describe the data
in Sect. 2 and the cluster membership selection in Sect. 3. In
Sects. 4 and 5 we provide our abundance analysis for light
and heavy elements, respectively, and in Sect. 6 we discuss the
results. We present our conclusions in Sect. 7.
2. APOGEE data
High-resolution (R ∼ 22 500) H-band spectroscopic (λ = 1.51–
1.69 µm) observations were obtained with the APOGEE, as part
of Sloan Digital Sky Survey IV that observed 277 000 stars in
the Milky Way (see Gunn et al. 2006; Eisenstein et al. 2011;
Wilson et al. 2012; Majewski et al. 2017). Here we use the most
recenter-reduced and re-calibrated APOGEE spectra from the
fourteenth data release of SDSS (DR14, Abolfathi et al. 2018).
We have re-analyzed available APOGEE spectra towards the
Baade’s window (APOGEE field: BAADEWIN_001-04) region
around (l, b) ≈ (1◦, −4◦) with a field of view of ∼3 sq. deg, com-
prising 460 stars (for details, see Zasowski et al. 2013, 2017).
One of our stars in the BAADEWIN_001-04 field,
2M18032356−3001588, was recently studied in Schiavon et al.
2 Here, the term second-generation refers to groups of stars in globular
clusters that display altered light-element abundances (C, N, O, Na, Al,
and Mg).
(2017a) using the DR12/ASPCAP3 (García Pérez et al. 2016)
datasets. The same authors suggested the presence of MPs
in NGC 6522 based on the polluted chemistry (high Al and
N) observed in 2M18032356−3001588. This hypothesis has
recently been supported by similar analysis from the Gaia-ESO
survey (see Recio-Blanco et al. 2017). Here we present an inde-
pendent analysis using the newly released APOGEE DR14 stel-
lar spectra towards NGC 6522, and report the identification
of four new potential cluster members with polluted chemistry
towards the innermost regions of the cluster.
It is to be noted here that the new highest-likelihood cluster
members (four stars) were originally missed by Schiavon et al.
(2017a), because they adopted more rigorous limits on the
NGC 6522 parameter space (radial velocity, metallicity, Teff , etc.)
as well as higher restrictions on the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N >
70 pixel−1) of the APOGEE spectra. In the following section, we
present our adopted softer limits that take into account the updated
parameter space of NGC 6522 and that have allowed us to identify
new potential cluster members based on APOGEE data.
3. Cluster membership selection
We selected probable cluster members based on the revised ver-
sion of the structural parameters of NGC 6522, that is, the cluster
center (α, δ) = (270.896805◦, −30.034204◦), with an uncertainty
of 0.3 arcsec, from ellipse fitting to density maps from HST point
spread function photometry, and the tidal radius of the cluster:
rt < 7.1+6.1−3.7 arcmin. For a more detailed discussion, we refer the
reader to Cohen et al. (2018).
To select the highest-likelihood cluster members we also
adopt a radial velocity range of 〈RV〉 ∼ − 21.1 ± 15 km s−1
(Harris 1996). We have adopted a metallicity range of [Fe/H] ∼
−1.0 ± 0.3 dex (e.g., Barbuy et al. 2009, 2014); our stars are
also recovered even adopting the cluster metallicity as reported
in Ness et al. (2014): [Fe/H] = −1.15. The radial velocity and
metallicity of our stellar sample are displayed in Fig. 1, which
shows that most stars have radial velocities and metallicities very
close to the mean cluster values.
Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of four new poten-
tial cluster members (2M18033819−3000515, 2M18033965−
3000521, 2M18034052−3003281, and 2M18033660−3002164)
plotted against one star previously identified on APOGEE
(2M18032356−3001588); the four stars clearly lie near the clus-
ter center (all our candidate members fall within a relatively small
radius, ∼2.5 arcmin), as illustrated in the same figure. It is impor-
tant to note that a detailed chemical analysis has not been done
so far for these objects, except for: (i) 2M18033660−3002164,
which was analyzed in Chiappini et al. (2011) and Ness et al.
(2014) from GIRAFFE/VLT spectra. Unfortunately, this is the
faintest star in our sample (see Table 1) and its low-S/N
APOGEE spectrum does not permit us to carry out a reliable
and conclusive abundance analysis, especially for Al I lines; (ii)
2M18032356−3001588, was already studied by Schiavon et al.
(2017a, light elements) and Cunha et al. (2017, heavy elements).
We note however that we carry out an independent chemical analy-
sis of 2M18032356−3001588 (Schiavon et al. 2017a), which per-
mit us to revisit its chemical composition.
It is instructive to contrast the potential cluster candidate
stars with those for NGC 6522 in the Gaia DR2 database
(Gaia Collaboration 2018). Since NGC 6522 is relatively far
(d ∼ 7.7 kpc), we decided to pay particular attention to avoiding
3 ASPCAP: The APOGEE Stellar Parameter and Chemical Abun-
dances Pipeline.
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Fig. 1. TAPOGEE/DR14 radial velocity of the stars against their metal-
licity (gray dots). The red filled circles are the new highest-likelihood
cluster members analyzed in this work, while the blue filled circle
is the giant star analyzed in Schiavon et al. (2017a). The gray and
green shadow region defines the upper and lower limits for the mem-
bership selection, and the black dotted line marks the radial velocity
(−21.1 km s−1) of NGC 6522 according to Harris (1996).
Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of targets in NGC 6522: Member candidates
are highlighted with red open circles. The inner plus symbol is the cen-
ter of the cluster and the black dotted line marks the tidal radius of
the cluster: rt = 7.1+6.1−3.7 arcmin. Field stars from the APOGEE survey
located in the commissioning plate 4332, FIELD = BAADEWIN_001-
04 are plotted using small gray symbols. The unfilled cyan squares,
green squares, orange triangles, and the blue open circle show clus-
ter members analyzed in Ness et al. (2014), Barbuy et al. (2014),
Recio-Blanco et al. (2017), and Schiavon et al. (2017a), respectively.
contamination by data processing artifacts and/or spurious mea-
surements. Therefore, we adopted the following conservative
cuts on the columns of the Gaia DR2 GAIA_SOURCE catalog:
(1.) ASTROMETRIC_GOF_AL< 8. This cut ensures that the statis-
tics astrometric model resulted in a good fit to the data.
(2.) ASTROMETRIC_EXCESS_NOISE_SIG≤ 2. This criterion
ensured that the selected stars were astrometrically well-
behaved sources.
(3.) −0.23≤ MEAN_VARPI_FACTOR_AL≤ 0.32 AND
VISIBILITY_PERIODS_USED> 7. These cuts were used to
exclude stars with parallaxes more vulnerable to errors.
(4.) G < 19 mag. This criterion minimized the chance of fore-
ground contamination.
The final sample thus selected amounts to a total of 45 683 stars,
which lie in a radius of 0.3◦ around the NGC 6522. Figure 3
shows the spatial distribution, proper motion distribution, and
CMD of the Gaia DR2 stars labeled as members (black dots)
of NGC 6522 as well as Gaia DR2 field stars and the newly
identified second-generation stars (blue and red unfilled circles).
To select Gaia DR2 stars as potential members, we adopt σµ
as the total uncertainty in quadrature obtained from a 2D Gaus-
sian fit. For this purpose, a 2D Gaussian smoothing routine was
applied in proper motion space for stars with G < 19 mag within
the cluster tidal radius. A 2D Gaussian was fitted to this sample
and membership probabilities were assigned. With this proce-
dure, we found µ2Dα ± σα = 2.539 ± 0.510 mas yr−1, µ2Dδ ± σδ =
−6.399 ± 0.449 mas yr−1, and σµ = 0.608 mas yr−1. Our results
also agree remarkably well with the more recent measurements
of PMs for NGC 6522; for example: µα = 2.618±0.072 mas yr−1,
and µδ = −6.431 ± 0.071 from Vasiliev (2019). A star was con-
sidered to be a GC member if its proper motion was found to
differ from that of NGC 6522 by not by more than 3σµ. One can
see that the newly identified N-rich stars from the APOGEE sur-
vey are distributed inside the tidal radius of the cluster and the
proper motions of those stars match the nominal proper motion
of NGC 6522. The Gaia DR2 CMD contains the stars with the
highest [N/Fe] in our sample along the red giant branch (RGB)
of NGC 6522. Based on the Gaia DR2 (µα,µδ) space, we rule out
other possible cluster candidates in our APOGEE sample, which
are highlighted by green unfilled symbols in Fig. 3 and lie in the
green shadow region (gray dots) in Fig. 1.
The positions on the CMD of the likely candidate mem-
bers of NGC 6522 analyzed in this paper are shown in Fig. 4.
One can immediately notice that the selected stars from the
APOGEE survey lie in the upper part of the RGB indicated
by red and blue filled symbols, and occupy the same locus
as other potential stellar cluster candidates inside the half-light
radius rhl = 0.56+0.41−0.12 arcmin – see Cohen et al. (2017) for details
about VVV+2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006; Minniti et al. 2010)
CMDs of this cluster. The faintest star in these diagrams corre-
sponds to the star 2M18033660−3002164 (KsVVV = 12.272 and
G = 15.322), while 2M18032356−3001588 (KsVVV = 9.157 and
G = 12.920) is the brightest star as listed in Table 1.
4. Light-element abundances in NGC 6522
In this work, we employed the Brussels Automatic Stel-
lar Parameter (BACCHUS)4 code (see Masseron et al. 2016;
4 The previous (DR12) and current (DR13/14) version of ASPCAP
does not determine the abundances of the neutron-capture elements Ce
and Nd, but the recent characterization (e.g., oscillator strenghts) of
the H-band Nd II and Ce II lines (Hasselquist et al. 2016; Cunha et al.
2017) permits, in principle, the derivation of their abundances using a
spectral synthesis code like BACCHUS (see text for more details). The
synthetic spectra were based on 1D LTE model atmospheres calculated
with MARCS (Gustafsson et al. 2008) using the solar abundance table
from Asplund et al. (2005), except for Ce, for which we adopted the
abundance table from Grevesse et al. (2015). For consistency (among
other reasons), we re-derived all abundances with BACCHUS.
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Table 1. G, GBP, GRP, and J, H, Ks VVV+2MASS magnitudes and kinematics information for the five giant stars analyzed in this work.
APOGEE ID G GBP GRP J2MASS H2MASS Ks2MASS JVVV HVVV KsVVV Vhelio Vscatter Nvisits S/N
(km s−1) (km s−1) (pixel−1)
2M18032356−3001588 12.920 14.109 11.847 10.153± 0.022 9.174± 0.025 8.936± 0.023 10.171± 0.001 9.381± 0.001 9.157± 0.001 −13.45± 0.01 2.59 3 308.8
2M18034052−3003281 14.789 15.679 13.781 12.109± 0.025 11.298± 0.027 11.113± 0.027 12.291± 0.002 11.715± 0.002 11.406± 0.002 −21.97± 0.02 0.32 7 71.1
2M18033965−3000521 14.661 15.484 13.618 11.836± 0.034 11.104± 0.035 10.897± 0.034 12.198± 0.002 . . . 11.329±0.002 −19.61± 0.03 0.11 4 57.6
2M18033819−3000515 13.618 14.569 12.577 10.996± 0.028 10.106± 0.026 9.907± 0.03 11.195± 0.001 11.201± 0.001 10.030± 0.001 −15.49± 0.01 0.05 3 190.6
2M18033660−3002164 15.322 15.818 14.144 13.006± 0.045 11.803 11.574 13.022± 0.004 12.443± 0.004 12.272± 0.005 −6.61± 0.06 0.27 7 61.6
Fig. 3. Kernel density estimate (KDE) smoothed distribution (left), proper motion distribution (middle), and CMD (right) of Gaia DR2 stars
toward the NGC 6522 field. Leftmost panel: position of the newly detected member cluster candidates (red unfilled circles), the blue unfilled circle
represents the star previously reported in Schiavon et al. (2017a), the green unfilled stars show the position of the field stars contained within the
green shadow region as illustrated in Fig. 1, the black dots represent the Gaia DR2 stars inside the tidal radius of the cluster and whose proper
motions match with the nominal proper motion of NGC 6522 within 3σµ, and the black dotted circle marks the size of the tidal radius of the
cluster. The middle plot shows (µα,µδ) distribution and the black dotted lines show the nominal proper motion of NGC 6522. The rightmost plot
shows the Gaia DR2 CMD of each star.
Fig. 4. Color–magnitude diagram of (VVV+2MASS Ks, J − Ks) and
VVV+2MASS Ks+OGLE from Cohen et al. (2017), illustrating the
positions of all the stars inside half the tidal radius (gray dots), and all
the stars inside the half-light radius (black dots), rhl = 0.56+0.41−0.12 arcmin,
with the position of the APOGEE spectroscopic targets superimposed.
The symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.
Hawkins et al. 2016) to derive chemical abundances for up to
eight chemical elements that are typical indicators of stars with
“polluted chemistry” in GCs (C, N, O, Al, Mg, and Si: see, e.g.,
Tang et al. 2017; Schiavon et al. 2017a).
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Fig. 5. High-resolution H-band observed spectrum of 2M18034052−
3003281 (filled squares) in the 16716–16721 Å (Al I line) region. Super-
imposed are MARCS/BACCHUS synthetic spectra. All spectra are
expressed in air wavelengths.
All the chemical species were first visually inspected line-
by-line and rejected if they were found to be problematic, such
as those heavily blended by telluric features. We note that in
contrast to ASPCAP pipeline (which employs KURUCZ atmo-
spheric models, e.g., see García Pérez et al. 2016), we provide a
line-by-line analysis based on MARCS model atmosphere grid.
Table 3 lists the wavelength regions used to obtain the individ-
ual abundances, while Fig. 5 plots an example of the best fits
obtained using MARCS/BACCHUS synthetic spectra around
the Al I line, λair = 16718.957 Å. BACCHUS software pro-
vides four different abundance determinations: (i) line-profile
fitting; (ii) core line intensity comparison; (iii) global goodness-
of-fit estimate (χ2); and (iv) equivalent width comparison; and
each diagnostic yields validation flags. Based on these flags, a
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Fig. 6. APOGEE combined spectra of
the analyzed stars in a narrow spec-
tral window, covering the regions (gray
shadow) around the CN features (top
panel), Mg l lines (middle panel), and
Al I lines (bottom panel) used to esti-
mate N, Mg, and Al abundances. A
quick comparison between the stars
identified in this work and the APOGEE
star (red line) with second-generation
abundance patterns identified in a previ-
ous paper (Schiavon et al. 2017a) indi-
cates that we would be able to detect
very large N and Al enhancements.
(Alonso-García et al. 2012).
decision tree then rejects the line or accepts it, keeping the best-
fit abundance (see, e.g., Hawkins et al. 2016). Following the sug-
gestion by Hawkins et al. (2016), we subsequently adopt the χ2
diagnostic as the abundance, which is the most robust.
In Fig. 6, we plot several portions of the observed APOGEE
spectra, showing examples of the windows used in our chemical
analysis to extract the N, Al, and Mg abundances from the CN
lines, Al I, and Mg I spectral features, respectively. The 12C14N
and Al I lines are strong for the Teff , log g, and metallicity range
of our sample stars, already indicating that they are enhanced in
N and Al. The only exception, as expected, is the hottest star
in our sample (2M18033660−3002164), which displays much
weaker CN, Al I, and Mg I spectral lines in its relatively low-S/N
spectrum, making their abundances more uncertain (in particular
for N; see e.g., Mészáros et al. 2015).
To avoid any spurious results, we rejected the two sodium
lines at 1.6373 µm and 1.6388 µm, as they are very weak in the
typical Teff , log g, and metallicity range of our sample, leading to
unreliable [Na/Fe] abundances. In addition, lines such as Nd II,
Na I, Cr I, Mn I, Ni I, and other chemical species were rejected,
as they were found to be weak and heavily blended by other
features, which can alter the abundances.
For each star, the abundances are then derived by means
of a line-by-line analysis using the BACCHUS pipeline and
MARCS model atmospheres (Gustafsson et al. 2008). The line
list adopted in this work is the version linelist.20150714, which
was used for the DR14 results (Abolfathi et al. 2018), and
includes both atomic and molecular species. For a more detailed
description of these lines, we refer the reader to a forthcoming
paper (Holtzman et al. in preparation).
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Table 2. Mean abundance as derived from BACCHUS for elements which have more than one line.
APOGEE ID 2M18032356− 2M18033819− 2M18033965- 2M18034052− 2M18033660−
3001588 3000515 3000521 3003281 3002164
Teff (K) 3977.2 4378.1 4555.8 4492.3 5021.1
log g (dex) 0.50 1.09 1.35 1.26 1.99
ξt (km s−1) 2.46 2.67 2.43 1.92 1.37
[Fe/H] −1.20 −0.97 −0.99 −0.97 −1.08
[C/Fe] −0.48 −0.33 −0.29 −0.24 . . .
[N/Fe] 1.29 1.30 1.03 1.20 1.13
[O/Fe] 0.39 0.30 0.29 0.35 . . .
[Al/Fe] 0.38 0.77 0.39 0.93 0.39
[Mg/Fe] 0.16 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.33
[Si/Fe] 0.28 0.17 0.18 0.37 0.51
[Ce/Fe] 0.09 0.23 . . . . . . . . .
Notes. The Solar reference abundances are from Asplund et al. (2005), except for Ce, which is taken from Grevesse et al. (2015).
For each sample star, we need Teff and log g as input parame-
ters in BACCHUS. Thus, we decided to use the DR14 ASPCAP
uncalibrated effective temperature (T raweff )
5 that comes from the
best ASPCAP global fit to the observed spectra as well as inde-
pendent surface gravities from PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012)
isochrones (chosen to be 12 Gyr). With fixed Teff and log g, the
first step consists of determining the metallicity, the ξt parameter,
and the convolution parameter, that is, the metallicity provided is
the average abundance of selected Fe lines, and the ξt is obtained
by minimizing the trend of Fe abundances against their reduced
equivalent width, while the convolution parameter stands for the
total effect of the instrument resolution, the macroturbulence,
and ν sin i on the line broadening (e.g., Hawkins et al. 2016).
In addition, we adopted the C, N, and O abundances that sat-
isfy the fitting of all molecular lines consistently; that is, we
first derive O abundances from OH, then derive C from CO,
and then N from CN lines and the CNO abundances are derived
several times to minimize the OH, CO, and CN dependences
(see e.g., Smith et al. 2013; Souto et al. 2016). The mean abun-
dances determined with these input atmospheric parameters and
the BACCHUS pipeline are listed in Table 2.
In Table 3, we indicate the typical uncertainty of our abun-
dance determinations, that is, the uncertainty in each of the atmo-
spheric parameters. The final uncertainty for each element was
calculated as the root squared sum of the individual uncertain-
ties due to the errors in each atmospheric parameter under the
assumption that these individual uncertainties are independent.
The reported uncertainty for each chemical species is: σtotal =√
σ2[X/H],Teff + σ
2
[X/H],logg + σ
2
[X/H],ξt
+ σ2mean; where σ2mean is cal-
culated using the standard deviation from the different abundances
of the different lines for each element, whileσ2[X/H],Teff ,σ
2
[X/H],logg,
and σ2[X/H],ξt are derived for each chemical species while varying
Teff by ±100 K, log g by ±0.3 dex, and t by ±0.05 km s−1. These
values were chosen as they represent the typical uncertainty in the
atmospheric parameters for our sample.
It is important to note that our line-by-line abundances pro-
vides evidence that the new NGC 6522 members reported here
are enriched in N and Al, probing the second-generation nature
of these stars.
5 In contrast to Mészáros et al. (2015), we chose not to estimate the
Teff values from any empirical color–temperature relation; this is highly
uncertain due to the relatively high NGC 6522 reddening, E(J − K) ∼
0.25 (see e.g., Schultheis et al. 2017).
5. Cerium abundances in NGC 6522
As mentioned above, the two neutron-capture elements Ce and
Nd have been detected in APOGEE spectra until now (via their
Nd II and Ce II H-band absorption lines; Hasselquist et al. 2016;
Cunha et al. 2017), providing a unique opportunity to deter-
mine the elemental abundances of these elements from H-band
spectra. Unfortunately, the ten Nd II lines between 15284.5 and
16634.7 Å (see Table 3 in Hasselquist et al. 2016) are too weak
(and/or heavily affected by telluric features) in the APOGEE
spectra of our sample stars, and are therefore not useful for the
Nd abundance determination. However, four strong and clean
Ce II lines (see Table 3) are clearly detected in two sample stars
(2M18032356−3001588 and 2M18033819−3000515), allowing
us to estimate their Ce abundances.
The star 2M18032356−3001588 was previously analyzed
by (Schiavon et al. 2017a) and its Ce abundance ([Ce/Fe] =
+0.10 dex) was provided by Cunha et al. (2017). We measure a
BACCHUS-based mean Ce abundance of [Ce/Fe] = +0.09 ±
0.04, which is in excellent agreement with the one reported by
Cunha et al. (2017), while our C, Fe, Al, and Mg abundances
agree within ∼0.1 dex with the DR12 abundances reported by
(Schiavon et al. 2017a); the only exception is N, for which we
find a higher N abundance (by 0.25 dex; [N/Fe] = 1.29). Thus,
2M18032356−3001588 displays a chemical composition some-
how intermediate between the first generation (FG) and second-
generation stars in the Mg–Al plane as compared to other GCs
at similar metallicity (see Fig. 7, left panel).
The star 2M18033819−3000515 also shows a N-enrichment
very similar to that of 2M18032356−3001588. Contrary to
2M18032356−3001588, the star 2M18033819−3000515 dis-
plays a mildly enhanced Ce abundance of [Ce/Fe] = +0.23 ±
0.03, which is accompanied by a higher Al content (and lower
Mg) which is consistent with a second-generation nature.
For 2M18033965−3000521, 2M18034052−3003281, and
2M18033660−3002164, the Ce II absorption lines are heavily
affected by telluric features, are too weak to be derived, and were
not well reproduced by the synthesis. Therefore, we do not pro-
vide the [Ce/Fe] abundance ratios for these stars.
6. Discussion
Two of the stars analyzed in the present sample (2M18033819−
3000515 and 2M18034052−3003281) show high Al abun-
dances ([Al/Fe]>+ 0.77), and are potentially associated with a
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Table 3. Typical uncertainty of the abundance determinations from our
present measurements.
APOGEE-ID X σ[X/H],Teff σ[X/H],log g σ[X/H],ξt σmean σtotal
2M18032356−3001588 Fe 0.055 0.033 0.041 0.050 0.091
2M18032356−3001588 C 0.038 0.132 0.081 0.030 0.162
2M18032356−3001588 N 0.172 0.135 0.122 0.060 0.257
2M18032356−3001588 O 0.141 0.075 0.076 0.070 0.190
2M18032356−3001588 Mg 0.092 0.097 0.071 0.050 0.159
2M18032356−3001588 Al 0.075 0.053 0.067 0.010 0.114
2M18032356−3001588 Si 0.022 0.017 0.021 0.100 0.106
2M18032356−3001588 Ce 0.044 0.072 0.039 0.040 0.101
2M18034052−3003281 Fe 0.054 0.035 0.024 0.080 0.105
2M18034052−3003281 C 0.084 0.121 0.040 0.020 0.154
2M18034052−3003281 N 0.190 0.151 0.039 0.100 0.265
2M18034052−3003281 O 0.146 0.049 0.017 0.020 0.156
2M18034052−3003281 Mg 0.060 0.066 0.044 0.060 0.116
2M18034052−3003281 Al 0.118 0.098 0.031 0.060 0.168
2M18034052−3003281 Si 0.033 0.025 0.014 0.090 0.100
2M18034052−3003281 Ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2M18033965−3000521 Fe 0.032 0.041 0.008 0.040 0.066
2M18033965−3000521 C 0.071 0.092 0.116 0.040 0.169
2M18033965−3000521 N 0.121 0.071 0.149 0.050 0.211
2M18033965−3000521 O 0.121 0.053 0.027 0.020 0.136
2M18033965−3000521 Mg 0.068 0.037 0.019 0.050 0.094
2M18033965−3000521 Al 0.099 0.041 0.021 0.02 0.111
2M18033965−3000521 Si 0.032 0.067 0.024 0.06 0.098
2M18033965−3000521 Ce . . . . . . . . . . . .
2M18033819−3000515 Fe 0.061 0.092 0.011 0.050 0.122
2M18033819−3000515 C 0.020 0.133 0.017 0.040 0.141
2M18033819−3000515 N 0.148 0.234 0.010 0.050 0.282
2M18033819−3000515 O 0.149 0.025 0.003 0.070 0.166
2M18033819−3000515 Mg 0.128 0.201 0.034 0.080 0.254
2M18033819−3000515 Al 0.244 0.277 0.037 0.070 0.378
2M18033819−3000515 Si 0.163 0.214 0.046 0.080 0.284
2M18033819−3000515 Ce 0.045 0.143 0.004 0.030 0.153
2M18033660−3002164 Fe 0.049 0.018 0.037 0.100 0.119
2M18033660−3002164 C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2M18033660−3002164 N 0.247 0.103 0.059 0.130 0.303
2M18033660−3002164 O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2M18033660−3002164 Mg 0.071 0.077 0.044 0.150 0.188
2M18033660−3002164 Al 0.065 0.033 0.057 . . . 0.093
2M18033660−3002164 Si 0.043 0.018 0.025 0.290 0.295
2M18033660−3002164 Ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
second stellar generation. This is also corroborated by the high
N ([N/Fe]>+ 1.0), indicating a clear correlation between these
two elements. This is in good agreement with the self-enrichment
scenario where the origin of the SG chemical pattern is attributed
to the pollution with gas reprocessed by proton-capture nucle-
osynthesis (see Mészáros et al. 2015). The other three stars
in the sample (2M18032356−3001588, 2M18033965−3000521,
and 2M18033660−3002164) exhibit lower Al enhancement
(∼+0.4 dex) with respect to the solar-scaled Al-abundance, but
are clearly highly N enhanced ([N/Fe]>+ 1.0), occupy the locus
dominated by second-generation globular cluster stars at similar
metallicity, and are separated relatively cleanly in the [N/Fe]–
[Fe/H] plane; see Fig. 7.
We caution on the accuracy of [Al/Fe] for 2M18033660−
3002164, whose Al I line in λair = 16710 Å is weaker; while it
has a high N abundance, we warn that these lines are not reliable.
For 12C16O and 16OH, the lines are weak and heavily blended by
telluric features. At this time, we cannot guarantee the quality of
the [C/Fe] and [O/Fe] abundances for 2M18033660−3002164,
but this is not the case for 12C14N and therefore the [N/Fe] abun-
dance ratios have been derived by fixing A(C) and A(O) using
the reported [O/Fe] and [C/Fe] from Chiappini et al. (2011); star
B-107 (2M18033660−3002164) in that work.
Any conclusion given on the basis of the Mg abundances is
less trivial. The small size of the APOGEE sample discussed
here limits the possibility of clearly identifying stars of the
FG. This particularly affects any conclusion on the presence or
not of Mg depletion in this cluster based solely on APOGEE
data. In clusters of similar metallicity, the Mg variation between
FG and SG members is generally smaller (≤+0.2 dex, see,
e.g., Mészáros et al. 2015) than what is observed in Al and
N. More caution must be taken when considering that such
Mg variation is comparable with the abundance uncertainties.
Nevertheless, the APOGEE data suggest the presence of a
Mg–Al anticorrelation. This Mg–Al anticorrelation has also
been observed by (Ness et al. 2014), where abundances for a
larger sample of stars (8) have been measured. From Fig. 7 how-
ever the Mg measurements from Ness et al. seem to be system-
atically higher than those of the present APOGEE sample and
the Recio-Blanco et al. (2017) sample. This is also confirmed by
Barbuy et al. (2014), who found [Mg/Fe] to be systematically
higher (∼+0.2 dex) for four stars in common with the Ness et al.
(2014) sample. A larger stellar sample, analyzed in a homoge-
neous fashion, with more accurate abundances, is needed to fur-
ther confirm the presence of a possible Mg spread between FG
and SG stars. This is also what is needed in order to directly
compare these observations with any GC formation or evolution
scenario proposed so far to explain the origin of the MPs (see,
e.g., Bastian & Lardo 2018, for a general review). Most of the
stars in our final dataset lie in a group with super-solar [N/Fe]
and [Al/Fe], and clearly extend beyond of the typical chemical
abundances observed in Milky Way field stars.
The [O/Fe] abundance ratios listed in Table 2 are gener-
ally higher compared with APOGEE-DR14/ASPCAP results by
∼+0.15 dex, showing that [O/Fe] abundance ratios are particu-
larly sensitive to log g. As the abundances of C and O affect CN
lines (see Schiavon et al. 2017a), it can seen in Table 2 that the
variations in [O/Fe] do not significantly affect the [N/Fe] abun-
dance ratios in our sample, which turn out to be nitrogen rich, with
remarkably stronger CN lines with nonenhanced carbon abun-
dances ([C/Fe] . +0.15). In other words, these stars exhibit clear
N enhancements, even when [O/Fe] is slightly sensitive to log g.
As mentioned above, the newly identified stellar mem-
bers of NGC 6522 display enhancements in [Al/Fe], suggest-
ing that NGC 6522 exhibits large scatter in its Al abundance
ratios. Combining our results with the abundance analyses from
Ness et al. (2014) and Recio-Blanco et al. (2017), we infer Al
variations of ∆[Al/Fe] ∼ 1 dex. Such Al enhancements provide
an indication that MPs with distinctive chemistries are present
in NGC 6522, and that the MgAl cycles have been activated.
Figure 7 clearly shows the Mg–Al anti-correlation in our sam-
ple, and the [Mg/Fe] abundances show a much smaller variation
(∆[Mg/Fe] . +0.2 dex) in our MARCS/BACCHUS determina-
tions. However, the combined datasets show that Mg exhibits
significantly larger scatter than any implicit systematic error.
This comparison allows us to confirm the conversion of Mg into
Al during the MgAl cycles, which is present in NGC 6522. The
summed abundance A(Mg+Al) is expected to be constant as a
function of Teff when material is completely processed through
the MgAl cycle, and that is what our results show in Fig. 8. This
finding is a clear confirmation of the results reported in our previ-
ous work (see Schiavon et al. 2017a; Recio-Blanco et al. 2017).
Concerning silicon, we found over-abundances of [Si/Fe]
ratios on the order of ∼+0.3, which is similar to APOGEE-
DR14/ASPCAP values, with a reasonably small scatter, within
our measurement errors. So far, our abundance values fall
into acceptable ranges with the literature on abundance
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Fig. 7. Behavior of the average [Al/Fe], [Mg/Fe], and [N/Fe] abundance ratios of our synthesis analysis (red and blue filled symbols) compared
with DR14 abundances from field stars (gray dots), and overplotted with APOGEE DR14 determinations for the first (green filled triangles) and
second populations (green empty triangles) in GCs M 5, M 71, and M 107 (Mészáros et al. 2015). Orange triangles and cyan squares are very
likely members of NGC 6522 from the Gaia-ESO survey; Recio-Blanco et al. (2017) and Ness et al. (2014), respectively.
Fig. 8. Combined abundance of A(Mg+Al) as a function of effective
temperature (Teff). The symbols have the same meaning as those in
Fig. 2.
studies in globular cluster stars (e.g., see Carretta et al. 2012;
Mészáros et al. 2015; Recio-Blanco et al. 2017). We find that the
Si–Al correlation is also weak in our data. This could be inter-
preted as evidence for Si leaking from the Mg–Al cycle (for
discussion and references, see, e.g., Tang et al. 2017), that is,
one would expect the Si enhancement to be correlated with Al in
metal-poor globular clusters where the AGB stars burn slightly
hotter or in high-mass clusters where the chemical enrichment is
more efficient (see Carretta et al. 2009a; Mészáros et al. 2015).
Radial velocity variation: The stars 2M18033819−
3000515, 2M18033965−3000521, 2M18034052−3003281,
and 2M18033660−3002164 were visited 3, 4, 7, and 7 times,
respectively, by the APOGEE survey. This allow us to identify
any significant variation in their radial velocities, and thereby
add empirical constraints to the origin of the observed N and Al
over-abundances. Given that the typical variation in radial veloc-
ity measured for these stars is of the order of Vscatter < 0.4 km s−1
(see Nidever et al. 2015), this rules out the binary mass-transfer
hypothesis (see Schiavon et al. 2017b) as a possible source of
pollution.
It is important to note that the derived [Ce/Fe] ratios are
compatible with previous studies that found low s-process abun-
dances, such as for example Ness et al. (2014). Our results sup-
port the hypothesis that the s-process rich material in NGC6522
could have been formed via pollution of pristine gas from a for-
mer population of massive AGB stars (e.g., Ventura et al. 2016;
Dell’Agli et al. 2018; Fishlock et al. 2014) and, on the other
hand, do not support a scenario in which the spinstars are the
main polluters.
Finally, Fernández-Trincado et al. (2017b,a, 2019d) recently
discovered a new N- and Al-rich ([N/Fe] and [Al/Fe] ratios
around ∼+1.0 dex) population of stars on very eccentric orbits
(e > 0.65) in the Milky Way field (towards the bulge, the
disk, and the halo), passing through the inner regions of the
Milky Way bulge. Whether or not globular clusters at simi-
lar metallicities are able to kick out stars with similar chemi-
cal behavior, as seen in the innermost regions of NGC 6522,
it is not impossible that a few field stars with similar chem-
istry patterns (Schiavon et al. 2017b; Fernández-Trincado et al.
2017b, 2019a,b,c,d, for instance) could have been ejected
from these bulge cluster environments with a relative veloc-
ity greater that the escape velocity of the GCs, particularly
being ejected from some scenarios involving binary systems or
black hole interactions (see, e.g., Hut 1983; Heggie et al. 1996;
Pichardo et al. 2012; Fernández-Trincado et al. 2013, 2015b,a,
2016b), or due to simple tidal forces (Küpper et al. 2012;
Lane et al. 2012). In turn, these could be capable of exceeding
the escape velocity at the radius of the bulge (∼650 km s−1),
meaning that we would expect a few of the N-rich stars
with enhanced Al abundances ([Al/Fe] & +0.6) not to be
part of the Milky Way bulge, and would not be surprised
to see eccentric orbits, as was the case recently. More accu-
rate distances and proper motions are needed to confirm this
hypothesis.
7. Concluding remarks
We used an independent pipeline called BACCHUS (see
Masseron et al. 2016; Hawkins et al. 2016), an updated line list,
and careful line selection to explore the chemical abundance
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patterns of five potential members of the globular cluster
NGC 6522.
The distinctive chemical patterns characterizing MPs, espe-
cially simultaneous enrichment in nitrogen and aluminium with
low carbon-abundance ratios ([C/Fe] < +0.15), have been mea-
sured in our sample, and have been used to confirm the presence
of MPs in NGC 6522.
The main results of our chemical abundance analysis from
high-resolution APOGEE spectra in NGC 6522 potential mem-
bers can be summarized as follows.
– We report the identification of three new potential stellar
members (2M18033819−3000515, 2M18033965−3000521,
and 2M18034052−3003281) of NGC 6522 in the APOGEE
survey (Majewski et al. 2017). The spectra analyzed in
this work have S/N > 50, exhibiting very similar line
strengths (namely CN bands, Al I and Mg I lines) to that of
2M18032356−3001588 (see Schiavon et al. 2017b), making
them ideal for line-by-line spectrum synthesis calculations
of selected clean features. These spectral properties suggest
that the stars of this group share a common formation history
and spatial relationship on the sky, and are therefore gravita-
tionally bound to NGC 6522.
– We measured significant N and Al over-abundances, with
carbon depletion in NGC 6522 members, suggesting that the
distinctive chemical patterns characterizing MPs is present
within NGC 6522, reinforcing recent claims in the lit-
erature (Schiavon et al. 2017a; Recio-Blanco et al. 2017;
Kerber et al. 2018).
– Lastly, we do not find any enhancement in heavy elements
measured from APOGEE spectra (Ce II). We measured only
mildly enhanced [Ce/Fe] < 0.25 abundance ratios, in agree-
ment with recent optical studies, which goes against previous
observational evidence for the chemical signatures of rapidly
rotating Population III stars ("spinstars") in NGC 6522. Such
low s-process abundances could still be consistent with other
intra-cluster medium polluters such as massive AGB stars.
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Appendix A: Line-by-line abundance determination
Table A.1. Line-by-line abundance information for every possible member of NGC 6522.
Element λair (Å) 2M18032356−3001588 2M18034052−3003281 2M18033965−3000521 2M18033819−3000515 2M18033660−3002164
Fe I 15194.492 6.23 – 6.43 6.49 –
15207.526 6.15 6.36 6.50 6.51 6.17
15395.718 6.35 6.49 6.52 – 6.38
15490.339 6.24 6.42 6.52 6.58 –
15648.510 6.23 6.38 6.46 6.50 –
15964.867 6.31 6.57 6.44 6.42 6.49
16040.657 6.20 6.54 6.39 6.42 6.38
16153.247 6.25 6.50 6.45 6.50 6.46
16165.032 6.23 6.57 6.42 6.43 6.35
〈A(Fe)〉 ± σ 6.25± 0.05 6.48± 0.08 6.46± 0.04 6.48± 0.05 6.37± 0.10
Al I 16719.0 5.54 6.41 5.75 6.16 5.68
16750.0 5.56 6.32 5.78 6.09 –
16763.0 – 6.26 – 6.26 –
〈A(Al)〉 ± σ 5.55± 0.01 6.33± 0.06 5.77± 0.02 6.17± 0.07 5.68
Mg I 15740.7 6.53 6.63 6.58 6.64 6.99
15748.9 6.52 6.68 6.59 6.68 6.72
15765.8 6.41 6.53 – 6.49 6.63
〈A(Mg)〉 ± σ 6.49± 0.05 6.61± 0.06 6.59± 0.05 6.60± 0.08 6.78± 0.15
Si I 15361.1 – – – – –
15376.8 – – – – –
15557.8 6.62 6.86 – 6.68 –
15884.5 6.39 6.76 6.63 6.63 –
15960.1 6.53 7.10 6.65 6.67 6.82
16060.0 6.64 6.97 6.82 6.71 –
16094.8 6.61 6.92 6.72 6.79 6.66
16129.0 – – – – –
16163.7 6.71 7.00 – 6.79 –
16170.2 – – – – –
16215.7 6.53 6.92 6.70 6.68 –
16241.8 – 6.83 6.65 6.63 –
16680.8 6.56 6.88 6.74 6.64 7.33
16828.2 6.74 6.89 – 6.89 –
〈A(Si)〉 ± σ 6.59± 0.10 6.91± 0.09 6.70± 0.06 6.71± 0.08 6.94± 0.29
Ce II 15277.65 – – – – –
15784.75 0.48 – – – –
15958.40 0.50 – – 0.88 –
15977.12 – – – 0.83 –
16327.32 – – – – –
16376.48 0.40 – – 0.81 –
16595.18 0.50 – – 0.84 –
16722.51 – – – – –
〈A(Ce)〉 ± σ 0.47± 0.04 – – 0.84± 0.03 –
12C from 12C16O lines 15 774−15 787 6.67 – – 7.10 –
15 976−16 000 6.75 7.20 7.15 7.13 –
16 183−16 196 6.71 7.16 7.07 7.04 –
〈A(C)〉 ± σ 6.71± 0.03 7.18± 0.02 7.11± 0.04 7.09± 0.04 –
14N from 12C14N lines 15260. 7.88 8.01 – 8.14 –
15322. 7.97 8.08 7.83 8.18 –
15397. – – – 8.06 –
15332. 7.86 8.10 7.88 8.10 7.70
15410. 7.88 8.11 7.87 8.13 –
15447. 7.82 7.80 – 8.09 –
15466. 7.78 7.89 7.78 8.05 7.95
15472. 7.92 8.04 – 8.17 –
15482. 7.81 8.04 7.76 8.06 –
〈A(N)〉 ± σ 7.87± 0.06 8.01± 0.10 7.82± 0.05 8.11± 0.05 7.83± 0.13
16O from 16OH lines 15278.524 7.93 – – 7.87 –
15281.052 7.86 8.02 – 8.10 –
15390.8 7.81 – 7.97 8.02 –
15568.780 7.95 8.06 – 8.04 –
16190.132 7.76 – 7.94 7.94 –
16192.130 7.80 – – 7.98 –
〈A(O)〉 ± σ 7.85± 0.07 8.04± 0.02 7.96± 0.02 7.99± 0.07 –
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